Last works in linear logic mark a trend that can be summarized as: studying of fragments of calculi which have good logical properties and a quite powerful class of representable functions. ELL is a system derived from linear logic which presents several of such good properties: rst of all a bound of the cut-elimination procedure which is lower w.r.t. the usual one.
Introduction
Linear Logic provides a framework to study phenomena of non-linearity in logical calculi. Calculus properties usually studied regard the representability of functions (i.e. recursive functions) and properties of cut-elimination (i.e. its termination, con uence and complexity). The introduction of linear logic is primarily aimed at studying classical logic and as such it bene ts from fragments in some way conservative of the above mentioned properties. It is clear that a purely linear fragment does not hold any expressive power in terms of functions, but it is also clear that full linear logic has some disincentive in the complexity of its cut-elimination procedure.
In a recent note, J.Y.Girard presents two variants of linear logic:
LLL -(Light Linear Logic) and ELL -(Elementary Linear Logic).
Both have a better complexity bound w.r.t. the cut-elimination procedure and a satisfying expressive power; the rst can represent polytime functions in a particular type (in Turing's Machines sense), in the latter elementary functions can be represented and both present a sort of compatibility with na ve set theory. Systems with lower complexity of the normalization procedure ( in c 1996 Elsevier Science B. V.
comparison with the over-elementary of the simple lambda calculus) should be useful in Automatic Deduction in order to deal with Proof Search of non normal forms.
In the following, ELL is presented with some results which con rm its power of calculus, these results are derived and developed directly from the presentation given by J.Y.Girard. The paper contains also the analysis of the Geometry of Interaction with simpli ed models and interesting connections with complexity. We investigate several properties of the system in order to analyze the cut elimination, the expressive power and the geometry of interaction. Di erent tasks take advantage by suitable formulations of the calculus. A summary of the correspondence between the syntax adopted in the paper and properties showed is given below:
to state its expressive power (i.e. the possibility to use proofs to represent functions over integers) bounded by elementary functions, traditional formulation of proof nets (as well as sequent calculus) will be used. cut elimination property is shown through a very simple inductive argument as long as the calculus is presented in the nouvelle syntaxe form, moreover it is not sensible to the addition of quanti er (either rst or second order) and additive connectives rules. geometry of interaction will be treated in a special way, and as usual speaking of GoI amounts to speaking of a mathematical version of proof nets, so our GoI will be in uenced by the particular dynamic induced on the cut-elimination by the t-version of the promotion rule.
Sequent Calculus
The language of propositional second order linear logic is adopted, so we are seeking formulas written starting from: { propositional variables: ; Identity rules and logical rules are the usual ones. Concerning structural rules in this system dereliction has disappeared or better it has been included in the t-version of the promotion. Therefore in a derivation, contraction cannot be executed before promotion. As it will be shown in the following this constraint is quite strong to shrink cut-elimination complexity but it is not so brutal to clean out every property of representability.
Expressive Power
In this section several statements on the power of representation, as given by J.Y. Girard in 6] , are given, in particular it will be proven that exponentials are representable. Remark: Another property will be showed in the next section: the complexity of the cut elimination procedure is very closely related to the function represented. In other words the normal form of the above de ned exponential function cutted with an integer normalizes in an elementary number of steps (by the lazy strategy).
It will be shown that there can be no term such that the length of its reduction is greater than an elementary number depending on the size and the depth of the term. 5 4 Cut-Elimination
This section is devoted to study several syntactical properties of the cut elimination procedure of the multiplicative with exponentials fragment of ELL . Given a proof net R, d(R) will denote the maximal depth of nesting of its boxes. To prove the cut-elimination theorem, we adopt the so-called nouvelle syntaxe for proof nets; a proof net is a graph where a node represents a rule and an edge represents a formula, moreover only two exponential rules are 6 considered: the usual box-rule creating a !-node in the net and a generalized contraction rule s.t. the ?-node introduced in the net is of arbitrary arity. This leads to the de nition of the cut elimination procedure starting from the following elementary reduction steps: In both cases (R) < (R 0 ), so as there are a nite number of cut-links in R the cut-elimination procedure terminates. 2
As to the calculus of the complexity of cut elimination, without loss of generality in the following we will suppose that reduction is strict. We de ne s(R) the size of a proof-net by the number of edges it contains.
Remark: A given formula in R never changes its depth during cut-elimination and this has two consequences: rst, it is possible to de ne a layer of R at xed depth say k as the part (edges and nodes) of net at such depth; secondly, the elimination of an exponetial cut at depth k: -logically modi es the layer at depth k + 1, and -structurally modi es the layer at depth k (by augmenting arity of ?-links). Proof. In the worst case we can consider a proof-net R such that at depth k we are reducing an ec] with the arity of the ?-link obviously bounded by 7 s(R) and also the dimension of the box to be duplicated is bounded by s(R), so that the single ec] cost is o(s(R) 2 ). The number of such cut links at depth k is once more bounded by s(R) , therefore complete cut elimination of cuts at depth k costs o(s(R) s(R) ).
Supposing that we now eliminate the cut-links at depth k + 1 and reasoning with a proof with dimension s(R) s(R) , we obtain a proof net without cuts at depth k and k + 
of dimension (s(R) s(R) ) s(R) s(R) = s(R) s(R)s(R) s(R) = s(R) s(R) s(R)+' s(R) s(R) s(R) .
Finally, the order of complexity of the cut elimination procedure (i.e. number of premises of ?-link worked out by the procedure applying the lazy strategy) is a tower of exponentials depending on the size of R, s(R) and its depth,
d(R): s(R) s(R) . . . s(R) of height d(R). 2 5 Geometry of Interaction and Complexity
We have just proven that the cut elimination procedure yields a behavior that is quite similar to the one of the multiplicative fragment. In this last case the computation is trivially linearly bounded in the order of the number of atomic formulas in the conclusions of the proof, and so called turbo cut elimination is modelled by the execution formula in the discrete space of permutations. As expected in ELL the situation is quite similar even if the same computational limitations aren't present and ELL gives rise to an intermediate version of geometry of interaction, covering a controlled mechanism of duplication. Both models we present should be regarded as layered versions of the multiplicative case, an elementary proof works locally (at a given layer at depth k) as a multiplicative one and the same will be the behavior of its models.
The dynamic algebra ?
The equational theory can be simpli ed avoiding the use of constants t; d. The morphism ! without t; d results blocked, so it is attached to exponential constants appearing as an index: r k being an ipocricy for ! k r. In order to distinguish it from ? , this version of the algebra will be denoted by ? .
Let us de ne the set of constants of the algebra: C = f0; 1; p; q; r k ; s k : k 2 !g where C exp = fr k ; s k : k 2 !g will be called the set of the exponential constants and C mult = fp; qg the set of the multiplicative ones. The symbols of functions will be: composition : (of arity two, multiplicatively denoted) and involution ? (of arity one). The equations of the algebra de ne ( ? ; :; 1) as a monoid, the 0 as an absorbent element, the ? is an involutive antimorphisme (i.e. u ?? = u and (uv) ? = v ? u ? ). The following equations have also to be satis ed: 0 ? = 0 z ? z = 1; for all z 2 C p ? q = 0 8 (x k ) ? y k = 0 for all x k ; y k 2 C exp and x 6 = y (z k ) ? y k 0 = y k 0 (z k ) ? for all z k ; y k 0 2 C exp and k 6 = k 0 In the following ? n will be used to denote ? restricted to the set fr k ; s k j k ng of exponential constants. In order to show the consistency of this theory an interpretation will be given in the so called small model; this interpretation will be slightly di erent from the usual one.
Monomials of the algebra are to be interpreted over the set of partial oneto-one transformations from ! to !. Given R k (hx ; x 0 ; : : : ; x k+1 i) = hx ; x 0 ; : : : ; ?
1 (x k ); x k+1 i S k (hx ; x 0 ; : : :; x k+1 i) = hx ; x 0 ; : : : ; ?
2 (x k ); x k+1 i
Finally involution is interpreted as inversion of a transformation, the unit as the identity everywhere de ned, the zero as a nowhere de ned transformation.
The Execution Formula
In this section we apply the above de ned algebra to characterize regular paths. In addition we show that the execution formula is an invariant of cut-elimination.
Since ELL includes a constrained management of exponentials, models are a ected by a similar constraint: while giving the interpretation of proofs another model for ? will be showed, it is a variant of the recently appeared B-model given by V.Danos and L.Regnier in 4]. The B-space, given in 4], is the set of partial one-to-one transformations from the set of pairs of stacks built over the language L de ned in the following way:
being T 0 = fR; S; g the set of exponential constants, the set of exponential signatures T = S n T n is inductively de ned by: T n+1 = T n ft:t 0 j t; t 0 2 T n g where t 1 :t 2 is a binary tree obtained joining t 1 and t 2 , and nally the language contains multiplicative constants and exponential signatures, L = fP; Qg T. In ELL , we can use # R] stacks instead of two, where # R] is the number of contractions in R. This fact is due to the constrained dynamics of exponentials in a proof net R and to the endogamy property of the GoI. We can choose to manage separately contractions or layers so that we substitute the stack M with a multi stackM = hM ; M k i where M is a multiplicative stack, M k is an array of exponential signatures and k = # R] or k = d(R) 9
Let The execution formula associated to a proof net R is de ned as usual:
where P c (R) is the set of maximal straight paths of R.
Execution and Complexity
The last model should make clear that since execution is performed by acting over such a multistack, there is no way to make di erent components interact. This fact is used to obtain a big-model of ? both providing a semantics for the execution and taking the reduction complexity into account. (1) The consistency of the equational theory extended with equations (1), denoted with~ ? , will be arranged inside a big model. The proof that it is a denotational semantics is done by analyzing the cases of reduction of the proof net and by comparing with the interaction (application of equations) in the algebra. shows that it is consequence of the equations in the other cases (i.e. when 2 f cc]; co]g. We recall that a path passing through an exponential cut can follows three possible patterns: Type I or pal-pal, Type II or pal-pax,Type III or pax-pax, see 4] . In such cases, denoted by u] k a monomial of the algebra containing only exponential constants of index greater or equal to kand supposed that the cut-link is in the layer at depth k, weights in R are of the form Veri cation of equations of the algebra is straightforward routine, whenever it is clear that: 1 1 = 1, that 0 u = 0 and (u 1 v 1 )(u 2 v 2 ) = u 1 u 2 v 1 v 2 . 2
Open Question: does there exist a model such that the complexity bound can be explicitly expressed inside the model? Connections with complexity are to be searched, it seems possible to associate to every operator of O 2 a sort of proof structure of ELL and then to proceed following 3].
Conclusion and Future Directions
The author is indebted to Vincent Danos in rst place for his help and suggestions and secondly for the results obtained in GoI, jointly to L.Regnier, which this work is based on. This work can be developed essentially in two main directions:
as observed by J.Y.Girard, the compatibility with na ve set theory permits to extend the system with a sort of operator of recursion without losing logical properties. even though the issue of including the complexity bound found in the syntax for the cut elimination procedure in the geometry of interaction was addressed, it is not resolved in a completely satisfactory way.
